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New York
· "On
Photography: A
Tribute to Susan
Sontag"
· "Grey Flags"

Boston
· Laura McPhee

Chicago
· Mary
Weatherford

Los Angeles
· Zachary
Wollard
· James Turrell
· "Consider This"
· Sean Scully
· Roe Ethridge
· Walead Beshty

San
Francisco
· Maria Antelman
· "Peripheries of
Narrative"

Aspen, CO
· Doug Aitken

London
· Liz Craft
· Tomas
Saraceno

Berlin
· Jimmie Durham

Frankfurt
· Thomas Bayrle

Hamburg
· Yael  Bartana

Paris
· Marcelline
Delbecq
· "Le Mouvement
des Images"

Milan

 

Maria Antelman
TART
47 Lusk Street
June 15–July 13

 

In TART's clean, well-lit space, a narrow wooden ladder
leads to a loft dubbed "Scotland's Secret Bunker," which
features video and media work on a rolling basis. In the
current installment, Maria Antelman unravels before the
viewer a loose collection of musings and images in an
atmospheric video propelled by ideas of flight and the
malleability of space and time. Following in the footsteps
of nineteenth-century Parisian photographer Nadar, who
took the world's first aerial photos from a hot-air balloon,
Antelman uses the seamless, dreamlike movement of
aircrafts as a metaphor for time travel. As images of flying
machines and those who fly them are intertwined with
bird's-eye views of salt mines, suburban housing
developments, and reservoirs, the fusion of camera and
aircraft seems to meld with visions generated by our own
fantasies and speculations.

In the gallery's main space, TART uses the detritus from
the opening of Antelman's show, a "happening" held as
homage to the recently deceased Allan Kaprow. "It's
Happening" presents video footage from this celebration,
offering a sort of real-life loop that returns time and again
to the space's near but invisible past.

—Sari Carel
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Still from Thehereafter, 2005.

 

"Peripheries of Narrative"
PATRICIA SWEETOW GALLERY
49 Geary Street
June 01–July 15

 

The mania for poaching art schools doesn't get quite the
same play in San Francisco, a city with less investment in
the rhythms of the art market than New York or London.
It's fitting, then, that this show of fresh MFA grads from
California College of the Arts, curated by painter Kim
Anno, exudes a calm, confident vibe. Using thread and
mapping pins with crimson heads, Katie Lewis delicately
translates physical sensations into a three-dimensional
drawing—it's as visceral as a plastinated, Body Worlds
nervous system, only more elegant. Also dazzling are
Jamie Vasta's paintings of campground waterfalls and
misty parking lots, each rendered with varying amounts of
glitter, a kitschy material that, when used judiciously,
effectively captures shifting qualities of light and the
precarious balance between nature and culture. This
balance is also the subject of Arctic Eden, 2006, an
unresolved, color-soaked video by Susan Chen that uses
funky miniature materials to create a looping natural
history that travels through an ice age to a fiery volcanic
apocalypse. More cultural landscapes appear in pieces by

 

Weston Teruya, It  Hardened
Her Resolve When They Told
Her She'd Be Back Soon
(reform project  ouroboros with
normative definition schema),
2006.
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Milan
· Paula Wilson
· Claudia Losi

Naples
· Kika Karadi
· Jannis Kounellis

Zurich
· Mark Divo
· Robert
Rauschenberg

Vienna
· Agnieszka
Kalinowska

Athens
· "Regarding
Denmark"

Sydney
· Peter Atkins

Phoenix
· "Constructing
New Berlin"

Portland
· Lawrence
Robbin
· Kara Hearn

Brescia
· Sabrina
Mezzaqui

Newark
· Uche Okeke

Malaga
· Santiago Sierra

Coimbra
· Ana Rito

Utrecht
· Manfred
Pernice

Weston Teruya, whose provocative mixed-media works
on paper articulate powerful cycles of creation and
destruction using an unlikely cosmology of carefully drawn
images—dismembered guard barriers, stone lions,
bundled logs, and squares of sod. Collaging her drawings
into larger compositions, Michele Carlson invents her own
cast of characters, a posse of women whose fashion
mixes hip-hop with pattern-intensive fabrics that evoke
traditional Asian and African styles. Voluminous dresses
billow as the women travel via airplane or fall towards the
ground on an ornate, elevator-like machine, suggesting,
as most of these artists do, that they're going somewhere
interesting in their own sweet time.

—Glen Helfand
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